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Mccaffrey calls for
government reform
By l.ARRY SHEEHE
Xavier News Starr Writer

Last week in the Student Senate,
Mike McCaffrey, President of the
Student Body, initiated the idea of
reform in Xavier Student Government. To bring about this reform, a
special "Open Forum" meeting of
the Student Senate will be held
Wednesday, Oct. 16, in Kelly
Auditorium. The Open Forum will
be an attempt to revise and/or
amend the present Constitution of
the Studi;nt Senate.
According to Mccaffrey, "We
hope to make the Constitution a
more viable and efficient form of
venting student wishes and
problems. I hope to see a major
overhaul in much of it. By its very
nature, our Constitution fosters
more talk than action."

vegetarians take their

The Open Forum then, is a chance
for anyone interested in student
government to voice their opinion.
McCaffrey was quick to emphasize
that this Open Forum is to be for all
students (not just Senators) and that
everybody would have the opportunity to speak. "We're looking for
as many new ideas as. possible."
McCaffrey feels strongly that student government is somehow failing
at Xavier. "It is my belief that the
present Student Government (Student Senate) does not represent all
the students. It .is primarily dorm, ·
primarily Arts and Sciences,
primarily concerned with social activities." McCaffrey hopes to hear all
sides at the Forum. Ideally, McCaffrey would like to put more emphasis
on the Commuter and Dorm Councils and eventually abolish the
Senate altogether.
In other action, the Senate voted

to donate~ession money from
the Gordon Lightfoot concert to the
United Appeal fund. They also
decided to operate a donation center
for the Drive.
The two vacancies on the Senate
were filled by Beth Younger and
Tom Schwing. Ms. Younger, a
junior from Breen Lodge, will serve
until December. Schwing, a senior
commuter, will serve through April.
The Soccer Team then asked for a
grant of $650.00 to fund their bus
transportation expenses to St. Louis
last weekend. The Team played 2
national championship teams there
in two days. They were granted
$325.00 and promised to pay it back
through proceeds from their concession stands.
The Xavier Players needed
$150.00 to hold "opening night

McCaffrey to page 2

vegetables seriously
animal products as milk, eggs and
cheese, why kill? The only problem
ethical vegetarians have is the extent
Vegetarian. To most Americans, to which they carry their belief..
the word conjures images of extraor- . Leather and. fur are e·asy enough to
dinarily skinny people eating mung avoid, but what about experimental
beans and soybean curd. The idea is animals, or the animals used to ex· not too terribly far from the truth tract insulin from? What about ver- vegetarians on the whole tend to min? The pitfalls are ·many; even
be at least vaguely ascetic, and thin; such innocuous-appearing suband. soybean curd (or tofu) is a stances as gelatin (found in candies,
delicious high protein staple to many marshmallows, ice cream, etc.) and
- - but few meat-eaters com- white glue have the taint of slaughter
prehend the philosophies behind on them. Almost all canned or dried
vegetarianism.
· soups contain· beef or chicken fat,
Ethical vegetarians, for example; and soap is based on tallow.
believe simply that there is no reason -Although vegetarians lay claim to
ever to take life. Being able to obtain less body odor, few would eschew
all our nutrients from fruits, soap.
vegetables, grains and such harmless
Other. vegetarians. are so for
By ANITA BUCK
· Arts Editor

similarly altruistic, but perhaps _
more practical reason. With over
10,000 people dying of starvation
every day, it· seems to them downright gluttonous to stuff oneself
with meat, which takes eight pounds
of grain per pound to produce, not
even accounting for the considerable
energy needed to preserve, package
and prepare
Nor can anyone deny that
vegetarianism is cheap. Expensive as
beans and grains are becoming, they
are still far less so than meat. Also, a
true vegetarian philosophy involves
eating only as much as one needs,
and research shows that humans

.Vegetarians to page 5
lllu1tr.tlon by Sl811 Art11t GEORGIANN STOEHR

Project One to study
Jesuit· education
By RICH 1.AGINESS
Xavier News Staff Writer

Father Thomas Savage, chairman of Xavier's English Department, has been chosen the Chicago province correspondantfor
Project One. Project One was initiated by the Jesuit order to
reevaluate the order's educationa! apostolate in the United
States.

proposed. These options vary Jesuit
involvement with the institution
The Society of Jesus is currently from corporate national involveinvolved in a reevaluation and possiment to segmented and individual
ble modification of its educational
community involvement. Certain
apostolate in the United States. This
alternatives would include a
undertaking bears the name "Project
reallocation of Jesuit manpower.
One."
Project One is not a mere study; it
Project One was initiated in
aims at acting on these options.
February, 1973. It is the first project
Decisions based on Project One will
of the newly formed Jesuit Confollow the assembly of the 32nd
ference Staff which groups together
Jesuit General Congregation in
the ten American Jesuit provincials
Rome, st;uting this winter.
to facilitate national planning and
Fr. Thomas Savage, a Xavier
development within the order.
faculty member and the Chicago
The Jesuit Conference staff has
province correspondant for the proalready published an overview, pin~
ject, articulates the fundamental
pointing and projecting the Jesuit
question addressed by Project One
resources available in education.
Alternative relationships between
Project One to page 2
Jesuit involvement and the
'educational institution have been

Nussbaumer
will speak
Dr. Adolf Nussbaumer, Professor
of Economics at the University of
Vienna, will speak on "European
Economic Problems" at 8:00 p.m.,
Wednesday, October 16, in Kelly
Auditorium.
Nussbaumer, former Dean of the
Law School at Vienna, presently
directs its Summer School at Strobl,
Austria. He holds, among many
positions and honors, membership
in the Austrian UNESCO Commission and the office of Secretary
General of the national economics
society of Austria. Nussbaumer has
published extensively on the subject
of economics.
Dr. Nussbaumer's address will be
co-sponsored by the Modern
Language Department and the
Department of Economics at
Xavier.

Xavier work-study program expanded
a majority of these work-study and assistance is readily available.
students, and security.have also been . The Department' of Housing
With a sudden influx of federal strengthened through student help.
employs 16 students as aids in the
work-study funds at the end of last
hall offices and in security duties inStudents are now being used in the side and outside the halls both duryear, more students this year have
found themselves working on cam- University Center, in the dorms, and ing the day and part of the evening.
pus to finance the ever~increasitig outside the dorms to increase securiWith the wide use of and need for
cost of education. The grant, ap- · ty. Three students sleep in the Stuproximately .$132,000 was such an dent Development Office from 1- these funds, the Placement and Stuincrease over the previous year that ' 8:30 a.m. The advantage here is the dent Aid Office is ·requesting nearly
the Placement Office suddenly elimination of the slow ~ger _syst~!_ll the same amount of work-study
found itself with approximately 150 to alert-security-at night. Now· the funds· for next year as they ree<eived
same number used during the day this year. However, Mr. Chuck
student jobs on campus to fill.
Work-study involves 15' hours of (Information Desk number) can be ·Pollack, Director of Placement and
work per week at an hourly rate used .at night. One student, and this Student Aid, says that even with this
which fluctuatesaccordingtothejob number· may rise to as high as seven, . request being prepared for next year,
and one's experience at that par- is employed from 9 p.m. to I a.m. as there are still jobs available under
ticular job. Afthe minimum wage of an added information desk clerk. current funds. He. advises all
$1.70 per hour, which is the usual While he works the outer lobby desk, students to check out this possiblility
starting pay, the student, working all the regular desk clerk can stay in t~e , immediately before the grant.money
·
year excluding vacations, can earn main office where more information - is totally committed.
· between $700 and $800 annuallv.
Obviously, ~hese jobs benefit the
student, but they also serve to shore
up programs . severely hit by
operating cost cutbacks. Students ·
are not only being placed in typing
and clerical work throughout the
campus, bu\ maintenance, which has
By PAUL RANIERI

this week

Associate Editor

in the news
Calendar In error
The Calendar printed in last week's Xavier News contains three.
errors involving class and exam shcedules for graduate students, undergraduates in the College of Continuing Education, and day division
undergraduates taking evening or Saturday courses.
Christmas vacation begins after all Saturday classes on December .
21. Final exams for all Saturday classes will be taken January 18, and
all graduate classes and evening classes meeting on Monday will take
exams on Monday. January 20. This is the Monday after finals week.
· Also. all second semester graduate and evening classes will begin
Wednesday, January 29, while all day division classes will begin as
listed on January 30.
·

Money for the asking
Mr. Chuck Pollack, the director of Xavier's Placement and Student
Aid office, advises all students who desire financial aid to come im- ·
mediately to the office in order to check out all possibilities for grant
aid.
Of particular interest at this time is that the deadline to file for aid
under the Ohio Instructional Grant for.this school year has been extended to December 2. If a student's parents are earning less than $14,999 after taxes, the student will be eligible for grant aid.
In addition, ifa student started college after April, 1973., the student
maybe eligible for.a Basic Educational Opportunity Grnt.
Mr .. Pollack stated that if a student files a Parent's Confidential
Statement, his office will check out each applicant for every possible
type of financial aid.
·

Comp u t e r CI u b

sch~C!_ules

first ·meeting

The Xavier Student Chapter of The Association for Computing
Machinery (the Computer Club) invites all students who are interested
in computers to attend an organizational meeting on Thursday, Oc~
tober 17, at 2:00 p.m. Any student, not necessarily a mathematics o~
physics major, is encouraged to attend. Knowledge about computers
in not required.
The Xavier Chapter of the A.C.M. became an official university
organization in November of 1969 through the initiative of Mr. Phillip
Albers. This year, some of the activities of the chapter will be talks by
major speakers (for example, last year, Mr. Joseph Guar.dino described the use of computers in the Cincinnati Bengals Organization), talks
by graduates and professors and technical discussion sessions.
.
Participation in the Computer Club can be very beneficial for both
mathematic and non-mathematic students, especially with the rapid
rise of the importance of computers in society today. Flyers will be
posted in reference to the time and place of the first meeting.

Karate Club meets today
Karate Club classes meet at 6:30 p.m. tonight (October I0) in the
Kulhman Sixth floor lounge. New members are still being accepted.
Classes meet at 6:30 on Mondays and Thursdays throughout the year.
If interested, call Kim Limes at 351-0329 or 861-2~30.

Luken and Gradison -

together

On Tuesday evening, October 29, 1974, at 8:00 p.m., Cincinnati
Lodge #4 in conjunction with the Greater Cincinnati B'nai B'rith
Men's Council will sponsor "Luken and Gradison-Together" at the
.Jc"wish Communtiy Center, 1580 Summit Road, Roselawn.
Congressman Tom Luken and Mr. Bill Gradison will debate several
topics of interest to everyone and answer your questions on this evening - one week before election day. Your questions can be submitted
to program co-ordinator, Steve Kurlansky, 6537 Ridge Circle, Cincinnati, 45213, for presentation to either candidate prior to the program.

Your coed army
Renovations are under way as the Army prepares to house maie and
female soldiers in the same barracks. According to Army Spokesman
Lt. Col. Robert Dunn, "the move now in the army is to remove every
distinction between men and women that we possibly can, and ifs just
more economical to house all the people in.the same barracks." According to Dunn, access to certain parts of the barracks will be limited by
locks and guards.

. Solar. energy wlll be . profitable
(reprinted/ram The Industrial Press Service)
Solar energy should be used in all new homes and 20 million existing
homes a year should be converted to solar energy. This is the opinion
of Terence Caster, president of Energy Systems, Inc., San Diego, Calif.
He said it costs an estimated $3,500 to convert a home to solar
energy, Multiply this by 22 milion homes and the potentioal of the industry is $77 billion annually. "In a decade, the solar energy industry in
home building could equal t.he entire U.S. automobile industry," he
said.
·

Project one_
from page 1
to every Jesuit institution: ·~Does this
institution wish to be a Jesuit school?
If so the institution must be prepared
for any adjustment facilitating the
effectiveness of the Jesuits'
educational mission, which stems
from the vision of the spiritual exercises of St. Ignatius Loyola."
Fr. Savage said that the time is
ripe fort his project, even "over ripe."
He called the response of the Jesuit
educators here at Xavier enthusiastic
and notes that the greater negative
response is likely to come from the
lay faculty.
A faculty epistomological discussion group, organized through the
Philosophy Department, is prepar- ·
ing to discuss Project One .. The
group hoiies to reflect on the presuppositions to various alternative
philosophies of education .and to approaches to learning and knowing.
They are not directly concerned with
the appropriateness, the validity, or
the viability of Project One.
Fr. Leo Klein, the head of Campus
Ministry, one of the most recently
developed areas of the Jesuit
apostolate explained Project One in
terms of the Jesuit motto-Ad Majorem Dei Gloriam. Klein says, "A
lot of what the Jesuits do can be
termed 'for the glory of God' but
what is 'for the greater glory of
God?"' I.n terms of education, Pro-ject One hopes to find out and follow
up.

Mccaffrey
from page 1
receptions" for each of their four
productions. They were granted the
entire sum.
The final prop~sal concerned the
Homecoming budget. The Senate
allocated $2,481.00 to the Social
·Committee after a thorough presen.tation of all the details was made by
Doug McGrath.

I

RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics
· $2.75 per page
Send for your up·to-date,· 160-page,
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
to cover postage !delivery time is
1 to 2 days).

.RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.

11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE #2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493
Our r1111rch m1terl1I Is sold for
res11rch anlstance only.

WHEN THERrS NO GREATER LOVE THERE'S
NO GREATER GiFl'
A DIAMOND

·THAN

Love la the greatest. And when you've got it,
flaunt it. With the gift of a diamond pin, ring,
pendant or earrings from our brilliant selection.
A diamond traditionally expresses lasting love.
·And isn't love one tradition we'd like to
keep alive and thriving?
.

SPECIAL; Yi

DISCOUNT
TO ALL

ca~at

.

cluste_!._()f Diamon~s only $299 .

605 Race Street

XAVIER

Cincinn•ti, Ohio

STUDENTS

tel: 621-0704

I

Western Hills Plaza
Clnclnn•ti, Ohio

tel: 661·6911

STUDENT
CHARGE
ACCOUNTS
INVITED

C

HO~

YOU 01N SPRfAD
1FIEMESAGE
OF LCNE ... 1FIE
L()'jE OF CHRISf
FOR ALL PEOPLE.
Have you ever considered the priesthood as a way
to serve people? The Paulist Fathers are a small
community of American priests. Progressive, searching,
young and energetic, they form a religious fam.ily.
A Paulist is a man of the Spirit, a man of his time.
He rejoices in the signs of hope around him and
celebrates with the people he serves.
Every Paulist is a missionary: in the pulpit, or parish
house, on the campus, in theinner·city. He communi·
cates with the spoken word, the printed page, and with
contemporary media. His mission is to all of America.
His message is love; the love of Christ for all people~
For more inform•tion send for The Peulist Pepers
Write to: Fether Don c..cempbell, Room 100

PAULISF

FA1FIERS

~15 WEST 51TH ST., NEW YOlll.N.Y.1Da11

The Xavier New1 Is the official student
newspaper of Xavier University. The articles, pictures, and formal are lhe responsibility of the

!'!!!• '2

editors and do not represent ihe views of the administration, faculty, and student body of Xavier
unless specifically stated.
The New1 ls published weekly during the school·
year except during vacation and examination
periods by Xavier University, Cincinnati, Ohio
45207. Subscriptions are $5.00 per year. The New•
was entered as second class matter October 4,
1946, at the Post Office of Cincinnati, Ohio under
the Act of March 3, 1879.
Letters submitted to the New• for publication

must carry signature and address of writer.
Editors reserve the right to condense or reject any
letter and limit frequent writers.
Main offices, first floor, University Center
Building. News-editorial telephone: (513) 7453561. Advertising telephone: (513) 745-3431.
Editor ......... , ... , ...... , .. John Lechlelter
Managing Editor ..••.• , , . • • . . Mary C. Henkel
Advisor .. . .. • .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. James Cahill
B_uslness Manager .•.•..••....• , .• Jack Jelfre

Associate Editor ....•.•.•.... , ... Paul Ra~lerl.
Arts Editor ..........• , ....•..•.... Anita Ei~ck
Sporls Editor ............... , ..... Tom Usher
Photo Editor ....................... Pat Sayres
Production Manager .... , ......... Don Barker
Circulation Manager .........•... , . Mimi Henz
Art Direclor .......... : ......... Carol Jacober

Stall ..................... Jack Franckhauser,
Larry Sheehe, Diane Sentner, Bob Stegmoyer,

Dan Schick, Joyce Schreiber, John Stevie. Tom
Petre, John Schuler, John Wettstein, Tom Flynn,
Boone Kirkman, Joe Bertke, Tim Ranaghan. Biii
Hall, Steve Moser, Marcia Plescia, Bob Hinkley,
Barbara Anne Breckel, Steve Cummings, Melanie
Fine, Mary Beth Butler, Georgiann Stoehr, Regina
Morgan, Gayle Stayton, Ron Cserbak, Greg Pike,
Kevlri McGraw, Pat Lynch, Frank Bernardi, Meme
Henz, Mary Gladstone. Shannon Flynn, Steve
· Harvllh, Rich Laginess, Mary Knight, Joe Kotarski.
· • • • XaVler NIWI

ARTS& :ENTERTAINMENT·
Modern dance at Xavier·
The performances of the Contemporary Dance Theater (CDT) this
past weekend were what Xavier
students would appreciate. The
diveristy of style and intent in their ·
program provided very good .illustrations of that.somewhat forbidding phenomenom, modern dan~e.
The differences between classical
ballet and modern dance are significant enough to warrant their distinction as separate schools. In modern
dance there is much less of the formality and tight· movement
characteristic of ballet. This can be
seen in the frequent plie (bended) ·attitude of the modern dancer's legs,
the flat palms and outstretched
fingers, feet that are not always
pointed and most dramatically in the
fact that these modern dancers do
not dance en-pointe (on toe shoes)
but, rather, barefooted. In a less oblluatr•lon by 818ff Artlet CAROL JACOIER

I

·It's a mad, mad, mad, mad rabbi
The Mad Adventures of Rabbi true· that the· food is different, the complish the feat with little or no
Jacob is an extraordinarily funny· director of the film, wishing to re- strain.
With the use of modern satellites
film with its zany comedy overflow- main consistent with the food theme,
ing with mad-cap adventure and· does put the extraordinary we are whooshed to scenic France, a
thoroughly hilarious chase scenes, cheesecake to· good use as a weapon smooth transition, where we are innot to mention those ridiculously . against the police and I think ap- fr?d~ced t~ another of ~ur award
wmnmg caricatures, M. P1rvert, and
funny mistaken identities, leaves you propriately so.
.
. . . _, none other than his zany chaffeur
realizing just how capable the
1
Su~denly ~ a burst of creati~ity who is, that's right friends, Jewish.
French are at ripping off American
the d1~ector. usmgthe style of Cecil 8 · Now that the director has shown us
theater~goers. If you thought
DeGaulle's policy toward the U.S. DeMdle with what I am sure we~e the necessary thread for switching
~ound of M ~sic . continents we are ready for part two
was bad, you ain't seen nothin' yet. · backups fro~ 1:he
F In 13 n s
Ra 1n - of this hilarious film.
How do you describe a movie that and
bow.
·
From here the film deals in what
has an opening scene that looks like
Suddenly in a burst of creativity must be that mature French humor,
a retake from the Bowery Boys?
With a cast of thousands of: mun- (the director using the style of Cecil every conceivable topic under the
dane New York children playing in 8. De Mille with what I am sure )Vere sun. The original and non. over-crowded streets and making it backups from The Sound of Music stereotyped performances given by
·and Finians's Rainbow) the Rabbi the actors are about as successful as
.with leaking fire hydrants.
·.
' With the film's picturesque shots bids farewell to theentire city of New France's attempt to win the
taken from Telstar and its more· York. ·out to keep the film from get- America's cup. And the movie would
down-to-earth photography filmed · ting too unreal the Rabbi invites the have been better named Juggernaut,
from a moving car going at least six- entire city to climb into one yellow in terms of its ability· to stay afloat
But wishing to be as honest and
.ty miles per hour, the movie leaves us taxicab to see him off at the airport.
feeling that we just got off the King's Ah, but the adventures have only unbiased as the film certainly is, I
Island roller coaster. Slowly, the begun for our sanctified Superman. find it necessary to say that Louis de
camera creeps up on a typically He has yet to experience that ex- Femes' performance as.Mr. Pivert is
Jewish neighborhood in the heart of perience of all experiences: a tie-up a legitimate one, although the man
New York where we are introduced on the West Side highway. But not to seems to suffer from epilepsy of the
to none other than (that's right) Rab- be outdone by the Bible, the Rabbbi face.
Those who see this film may find it
bi Jacob. Stepping out of his directs six novices to pick up the taxi
somewhat shabby brownstone, the with the entire population of New a bit sticky in a gummy sort of way.
Rabbi is met by a nian whom we York supposedly in it and c~rry it to But don't give in to your temptations
assume is Isaac the Baker, who a free lane. This maneuver is rather to chew it out. If you are in the mood
hands him a cheesecake saying, professionally carried out and it is to laugh uproariously, go see it, for it
..You won't find a cheesecake like obvious that the six novices have truly is mad, mad, mad, mad Rabthis anywhere else, Rabbi." And earned many caskets of the size and . bi.
Charlie Fallon
coming from New York where it's weight of two-ton auto, since they ac- ·

a

Sugflr

'n Spice

Reading Road at Victory

Parkw~y

OPEN EVERY DAY OF THE WEEK
FOR :VO.UR DINING PL~ASURE
DELICIOUS SANDWICHES OR
COMPLETE DINNERS

DRO.P IN AFTER THE. MOVIE
C:)R ·AFTER THAT LATE
WEEK--END DATE.
WE SERVE·CINCINNATI'S FINEST: PANCAKES AND WAFFLES.
WHY NOT ENJOY A RELAXING BUNDA Y MORNING BREAKFAST
__WITH US. JUST·s MINUTES FROM ALL XAV!ER DORMITORIES.
. T~'!rlll.1~, ~ctober 10, 1174

vious way, modern dance differs opened with ·rour dancers
from ballet in that its movement silhouetted by scarlet stagelights.
originates in the torso with all ex- Their arrangemen.. onstage was
traneous movement reflecting that per~aps the_!!lo~_dragiaJic still the
central direction of or in the dancer's whole evening. Each woman portrunk. The classical ballerina or trayed in dance different emotional
danseur begins each movement in response to the loss of a family
the extremities and first placing the member as part of a mining disaster
leg, arm, or head, follows by bring- in 1968. The disjunctive movements
ing the torso into ligne (line or at- of the first dancer, crouching,
titude) with the direction of the rest repeated knee lifts, were very effec-.
of the body.
tive in reflecting the horrible lack of
In viewing the work of the Con- understanding a child experiences in
temporary Dance Theater one must death. The second seemed a young
not forget that. they a very strong virgin, melancholy and softly
theatrical approach in both their bemoaning the loss of her loved one.
company name and all their dancing. The softer movements of this girl's
This explains much of the gimmick dance were equally effective. The
and the absurd that occurs onstage. third dancer was angered by her loss,
It also explains why the traditional- and the music of Bartok, excellent
performance high points like high throughout, was particularly apt
jumps and extended arabesques, here. The music softened again for
which have a tendency to become the fourth dancer, an older woman.
distractions from the whole piece, She seemed able to cope, to either
were absent from these dances.
have reached a state of non-feeling
·These dancers were striving for more
or to have incorporated death's realithan the effect of excellent forms or ty into her being. The costuming,
lighting and music of this number
difficult steps; they wanted good
were the most effectively coortheatre also.
The variety within their program dinated of the evening and the
showed during the' four years in choreography seemed a purer dance
which I have been acquainted with form than many of the other.
this group; thir ability to perform in numbers. It was by far the most
more diverse ways has grown powerful dance on the program .
The CDT closed the evening with
tremendously. The first number,
Where. Masks Are Worn, opened a darling comedy number, Spangles.
with costumed people representing The mock-patriotic flair and
different professions and.. per- ,deliberately tinny choreography
sonalities and the choreography let reminded one of "the King's
their movement bring those persons daughters", as a member of the
alive. Sections of it were very good: audience said under their breath.
the pas de deux danced with con- This being America, however, it
stricting elastic barid, forcing the would be the daughter of the Presipartners together, and then alter- dent and a dancing recital in the
nating as a leash was very effective in
White House. Indeed, the entire
showing the many, states that
number seemed particularly wellsuited to Tricia and .Julie (although
heterosexual relationships can take.
unfortunately they no longer have
The strangest dance of the program
was Him, Ourselves and /1 which, as
access to the East Room stage). The
number was charming, funny, and
-~~!? accompanying readings from
Alice In. Wonderland pointed out an excellent note on which to end an
right from t.he start, "had no mean- evening generally well-done; and a
ing in it." It was a celebration of very good sampling of the
possibilities of modern dance.
movement in the abstract, most
dramatically portrayed by the draggLisa Maechiing ing foot movement which
reappeared frequently and seemed
so constricting. The awkward effect
of that step seemed designed to
evoke a desire for free movement. In
The Arthur Penn film, "Little Big
fact much of this number seemed as
if it would be more enjoyable as a Man," will be presented Friday Oct.
.participatory sport thatn as a spec- 11 and Saturday Oct. 12 at 8:00 p.m .
tator one.
in the University Center Theatre.
The company returned after inter- The film, Penn's latest effort, stars
mission for two of their strongest Dustin Hoffman and Chief Dan
dances. Farmington: The Bereft George. Admission is $1.00.

"Little Big Man"
to be shown

Crack our book
and stretch
your bucks.
Spend a little time studying a Piedmont sqhedule.
Then plan a weekend. Out on the ski slopes,
enjoying an out-of-town ball. game, partying with
someone special or soaking up the bright city
lights. Or home with the folks. We've got a place
for you. And a Weekend-Plus Plan to help stretch
your funds. Just leave on Saturday and return
before noon Monday. You'll save up to 50% on the
return portion of your round trip ticket, and fly with
confirmed reservations to any of over 75 Piedmont
cities. For information, see your travel agent or' call
Piedmont. Take us up. >-~-,

.
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TOM USHER, SPORTS EDITOR

Sailing Club
loses opener,
wants recruits

Xerxes predicts
weekend football
Xerxes X-spects, our campus handicapper, will bring you his picks for
the coming weekend's pro football
games. Predicted winners are in bold
type.
New England at New York. Joe
scores outside the stadium while
Plunkett scores inside.

Chicago at Atlanta. Like havi.ng to
oick between Jell-o and
marshmallows.
Dallas at St. Louis. Leroy Jordan is
old, Calvin Hill always has a hang
nail, Bob Lilly is a dried up flower
and Bob Hayes couldn't outrun a
pregnant dinosaur. Cowboys might
not get a chance to choke up in the
big one this year.

San Francisco at Detroit. Yes
Howard, Roone Arledge can really Los Angeles at Green ·Bay. Rams
pick 'em. Too bad Alex- they're scored more points than any other
puddy cats now. Watch this Monday NFL team in 73. Brockington just
for two ex-Muskie footballers, Dan cannot carry the Pack back.
Abramowicz and Bob Pickard.
Nothing's changed.
·
Pittsburg at Kansas City. Since the
News demands these predictions a
week in ·advance, I'll predict
Bradshaw gets his job back by now.

Miami at Washington. I'll bet
Csonka doesn't to to the WFL. Ever
notice XU frosh. from D.C. average
32 years of age? Wheelchairs may do
on defense but watch them wheels
Houston at Minnesota. Oilers rank- spin on offe?se.
ed dead· last on points allowed
· among 26 NFL teams last season, Giants at Philadelphia. Philly fans
possibly because their offense com- will be out in force to boo Mr.·.
mitted an amazing 5~ turnovers. Snead, but after upset of Dallas i
Though I can't see a 1-13 ree<ord this weeks ago, Giants will be tough.
season, this just isn't their weekend.
Buffalo at Baltimore. Unheralded
second year quarterback Joe
Ferguson should keep Colt defense
honest. There's more than juice in
Buffalo.
Cincinnati at Cleveland. Bengals
could choke to death before the
game in America's dirtiest city .. Any
doubts I have about this one would
vanish if Cincy still had B.B. - this
defense just isn't the same.

Other picks this week are:
New Orleans at Denver
San Diego at Oakland

XERXES X-SPECTS
Soc"r, Tuesday, October IS
Husman over Commuters by one goal
Kuhlman over Brockman by· seven goals
Team records through October 8:
Commuten, ; Brockman, ;
Husman-Marion, ; Kuhlman .

Dodgeball, anyone?
The Big/ Little ·Sister softball game didn't materialize last Sunday,
but a dodgeball game did. Junior Julie Ranaghan, above, gives it a
toss.

Soccer returns from trip with pride -intact
By TOM USHER
Sports Editor ·

If you're looking for a kick-by-

kick, goal-by-goal description of
Xavier's soccer games in St. Louis
last weekend, you can stop reading
right now. You won't find it in this
article. Forget the fact that Xavier
lost to The NCAA Division II
Champs, The University of Missouri, 12-1 on Saturday, and also
dropped a game to Florissant Valley

13-0 on Sunday. That's not irnp9rtant, because it was like taking an
XU intramural basketball squad and
telling them to tangle with Marqueue on the hardwood.
What is important about the trip is
what Coach Bob McKinney told his
team on the 2nd floor of Xavier's
Athletic Building . Monday afternoon. "From here we go up, because
now we stop talking and start !earning," McKinney said. He went on

USH ON SPORTS
My apologies this week go out to
Musketeer third baseman Terry
Snider who was referred to as Tony
Snider in last weeks's Xavier News.
When Snider read that Tony Snider
would be handling the not corner
this year he commented, "who's this
Tony snider guy'! ... " ·
Speaking of the baseball team,
Roy Troxell, the Muskeies' rightfielder, came to practice last week
with a cigar in hand. To complement
his Groucho Marx imitation, Troxell approached the team members
who were sitting on the steps of the
Ahtletic Building before practice,
flicked his cigar, and in his Groucho
voice said: "Which way to the locker
room gentlemen?" So much for
Groucho. The team also has a Har po
- - centerfielder Jim Janszen only
needs a hat and a horn to be an identical look-alike for Harpo Marx.
Janszen's bushy blonde Afro is a
natural for his Marx Brother
counterpart. All the squad needs is a
Chico, and they could provide the
entertainment between games of a
doubleheader ...

***

Over the weekend, Moeller spanked St. Xavier 14-3 in a big Greater
Cincinnati High School football
game. Tt1e game was never close.
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to say, "To find out what the game's here, is that a squad with class holds
like, you must play the best. We were their heads high and comes back at
forced to see and play the bestthere every opportunity."
is in the states." Then McKinney
It was alearning experience for
looked his players squarely in the the· Muskies the likes of which other
eyes and said, "With what you know area schools might never experience.
now, practices will be different. It's a In the last 15 minutes of the contest
matter of pride and you guys have it, with Missouri, XU scrapped so hard
because not once did you ever let up that Missouri in St. Louis was forced.
or succumb to fear or intimidation." to return the majority of their
Then Coach McKinney dwelt on starters to the field, and even then,
how Xavier is a team of"class,""The they had to labor for each shot that
difference between a regular team, they got off.
and a team with class, like this one _
Soccer to page 5

The X.U. Sailing Club-opened its
fall season a week and a half ago in
South Bend, Indiana by participating in the Notre ·Dame lntersectional Regatta. Twelve schools
were represented with Florida State
winning first, Notre Dame placing
second, and.University of Wisconsin
(at Oshkosh) showing.third. Xavier
finished tenth due to the stiff com.petition and some eady ·mental
errors..
_
Tom Grogan;stqrting his 7th year
as coach, was there to give his wellregarded advice all three days. Mike
Bognar skippered A division with
Bill Bognar and Fres~man Rudy
Segal alternating skipper in B. Tim
Cµsick and Mark Schroder seiVed as
crew. The racing was done in light to
moderate air with continuous shifts.
· With no girls on this trip, Xavier had
to go with the much heavier guysthus slOwing themselves down in the
light winds. Sunday's races were initially complicated by.a fishing con- .
test in the middle of the course.
However, the fishermen soon sought
calmer water as the 12 boats weaved
around them. It was an excellent
regatta with good racing and good
times in between.
Also, an extensive intramural
program will be conducted this year
at Cowan Lake. Racing is every
weekend at ~owan and the regattas.
Anyone interested may stop by any
of t'1e meetings which are every
Tuesday evening at 7:30 in the
Fordham room. Free sailing instructions for beginners start in one week.
So if you would like to race or just
use the boats, get in touch with Mike
Bogner at 861-0581

Women's tennis
Tennis Anyone? Any women interested in trying-out for the
Women's Intercollegiate Tennis
Team must meet at the X.U. tennis
courts Saturday morning, October
12, at 9:~0 a.m. No matter what your
ability is, come on out and give it a
try! If your schedule interferes, but
you. still are interested, call Barb
Lechleiter ai 745-3201.

tv1 oeller committed five turnovers,
and each time they handed the ball to
St. Xavier, Xavier gave it back like it
was a White Castle. The only St.·
Xavier score came off the toe of Bill
Dahlstrom when he booted a 27 yard
field goal. Dahlstrom's brother, Pat,
who plays soccer for XU, personally
defeated Moeller in 1972, with his
two field goals for the St. Xavier
Bombers ...

* ••

If you've ever considered going to·
a professional wrestling match, but
never had the guts to go through
with it, you haven't missed anything.
Last week, as I attended my first
fake, I mean Pro Match, one
thought kept going through my
head: "what am I doing here'l" It was
absurd, ridiculous, and a pathetic
excuse for what they claim to be a
sport. The Shick dismantled the
turnbuckle, and used it on the head
of Bobo Brazil. Killer Brooks crashed a chair over the skull of Andre
The Giant. Ben Justice blinded
Hank James when he threw salt in
his eyes. and Wild Bull Curry forced
the tvlaccdonian Madman to "catsup" all 11vcr the ring. The next time·
you get the urge to sec a pro wrestling match. do something constructive
Iike separating your socks.
Xavier rJews

Pigskin Ponderings
I. What was .the New York Jets' former name?
2. Who was the 1962 AFL rushing leader for the Buffalo Bills?
3. What player had the distinction of being traded for eleven players in
the early 60's?
·
4. What Ram player has been voted to the Pro Bowl eleven times?
5. What year did the AFL and NFL merge?
6. Frank Gifford sat out the 1961 season after a severe head injury in a
game against the. Philadelphia Eagles in 1960. Can you name the Eagle
Hall of Farner who tackled him?
7. Who was the coach who won the 1964and 1965 AFL titles for the
Buffalo Bills?
8. What teams participated in the first NFL championship game?
9. Can you name the Dallas Cowboys' very first draft choice? (Hint:
He's still an active Cowboy).
10. In 1958 the New York Giants beat the Cleveland Browns for the
Eastern Division title. What giant player was mainly responsible for
stopping the great Jiin Brown?

ANSWERS: I. The New York Titans. 2. Cookie Gilchrist. 3. Ollie
Matson. 4. Merlin Ohen. S. 1966. 6. Charlie Bednarik. 7. Lou Saban.
8. Chicago Bears & New York Giants. 9. Bob Lilly. 10. Sam Huff.

and harmony with the other
creatures of the planet. Built feelings
of inequity, of being a have in a
Third World of have-nots, are
somewhat assuaged.
need far less protein that affluent
Plus, vegetarian cooking is
Americans have always believed. In delicious, especially to a generation
fact, just two glasses of milk a day . of primary meat-eaters raised on
. provides a hefty slice of one's protein canned, frozen, and overcooked
requirement.
vegetables. It can range from the
Many vegetarians are into if for macrobiotic, with its subtle saffrons
health reason,· both positive and and curries, through freaky health
negative. Through vegetarianism food, traditional American
one can avoid such cumulative tox- vegetables, up to intricate, delicate
ins as lead and DDT (not to mention Asian, Mid-Eastern and European
the chemicals and hormones used to cuisines. It is no mere happenstance
accelerate the growth of cattle, that the three great gastronomic
swine, sheep and poultry, still pre- traditions oftheworld--Chinese,
sent in flesh after slaughter), and . French, and Italian - - place a
gain the benefits of the low- fanatic emphasis upon the properlycholesterol, hight-protein diet possi- cooked vegetable.
·
hie if one is reasonablypru<tent
Vegetarianism, if one decides to
about combining proteins.
embark upon it, should be underVegetarians claim to feel lighter taken with a bit of care. Most plant
and cleaner, and have the heightened proteins are deficient in one or more
sexual appetite that comes with a of the eight essential amino acids
very slight though constant hunger, that our bodies cannot synthesize,
as well as being less prone to the and that we must obtain exclusively
Western ills of heart disease, from our diet. It is a simple matter to
stomach cancer and obesity which combine the right foods (i.e., wbeat
come from hihg-meat, low roughage . and rice, beans and rice, peanuts and
diets. There is also generally wheat, etc., or milk, cheese, or eggs
acknowledged to be a mental high, a with anything for maximum protein
sense of primacy in the food chain, content. Bill Walton manages it,
an accordance with nature, a balance even at such a strenuous lifestyle as

Vegetarians
from page 1

pro basketball. Many track people
and bicycle racers are vegetarians, so
one need hardly be frail
Some good books are Diet for a
Small Planet, Frances Moore
Lappe; Recipes for a Small.Planet,
Ellen Buchman Ewald; Protein For
Vegetarians, Gary and Steve Null
and Staff; and Anna Thomas' TIU!
Vegetarian Epicure, which achieves
a consciousness seldom approached
by cookbooks.

Soccer
form page 4
Monday morning, Coach Harry
Keough, of the #2 rated St. Louis
Bilikins, called Coach McKinney.
He was on hand to see Xavier play
last weekend and told the Muskie
coach, "I really have to admire the
way X stuck in there; and kept plugging all the way. I give you three to
five years maxim um, and Xavier will
be right up there." Coach Keough
likened Xavier's situation to St.
Louis when they started up, when he
commented, ..If Cincinnati can
muster together a youth program,
and if you. can maintain that high
degree of enthusiasm, Xavier's
program will be destined for
success."

Oran'le Bfo66om

Exclusively Herschede's
For THURSDAY, OCTOBER 10
Mermaid Tavern. Meeting Ratterman House. 7:30 p.m. All invited.

For FRIDAY, OCTOBER 11
Intramural Volleyball. Registration
Closes.

For TUESDAY, OCTOBER 15

Alumni Homecoming.

Columbus Day Party. Sponsored by
Senior Class.
Cross Country Meet. U .C.
Film. "Little Big Man" 8 p.m.
Theatre, $1.00.

Alumni Homecoming.
Film.

For SATURDAY, OCTOBER 12
Soccer. Ohio Northern.

For MONDAY, OCTOBER 14

Basketball TRY-Outs. 2:30 p.m.
Fieldhouse.

For WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 16
Film. "Tales of Washington lriving."
12.00
Intramural Volleyball. Begins.
Basketball Try-Outs.
Fieldhouse.

2:30

p.m.

For THURSDAY, OCTOBER 11
Luken. Democratic candidate for
Congress will speak in the Theatre at Racing Team. Meeting. · Breen
I :30 p.m. Organizational meeting of Lodge. 3:00 p.m. Anyone interested
in invited.
Young Democrats will follow.

NOW!
ANGii.O'S

1672 CALIFORNIA AVE.
FREE DELIVERY TO All XAVIER
DORMS ON ORDERS OF $5.00
OR MORE

INCLUDING SUNDAY
TELEPHONE 242-6922

Pizza Pies

8"

Plain ••••••••••••••••••••••••
Ground Sausage •••••••••••••
Bacon.•••••••••.•••••••••••••
Pepperoni ••••••••••••.•.•••••
Mushroom •••••••••••••••••••
Anchovie ••• '! • • • • • • • • • • ~ ••• • ••
Onion •••••••••••••••••••••••
Green Pepper................ .
Combination of any 2 •••••••••
Deluxe Combination of any 4•••
Super Deluxe Combination of 6
Extra Cheese ............... ..

12"

15"

1.00 1.65 2.50
1.25 2.05 3.10
1.25 2.05 3.10
1.2°5 2.05 3.10
1.25 2.05 3.10
1.25 2.05 3.10
1.25 2.05 3.10
1.25 2.05 .3.10
1.45 2.50 3.50
1.90 3.15 4.45
2.35 4.15 5.55
.25 .45 .55

·~.

BEER AND WINE
A COMPLETE VARIETY OF
HOGGlE SANDWICHES
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Thurnday, Oclober 10, 1874
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Editors·
JOHN LECHLEITER
ANITA BUCK
'
XAVIER UNIVERSITY!

.

MARY C. HENKEL
PAUL RANIERI
CINCINN~TI, OHIO

.
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The core of justice·

(¢inion

Little more than a year ago in Valencia, Spain, Father Pedro
Arrupe, the Jesuit Superior General, delivered an address to the
Tenth International Congress of Jesuit Alumni in E~rope. The ·
following is. excerpted from the text of that address:
. Today our prime .educational objec;tive must be to form men-for-others;
men who will live not for themselves but for God and his Christ; men who
cannot even conceive oflove of God which does notinclude love for the least ·
of their neighbors; men completely convinced.that love of God which di>es
not issue in justice for men is a farce.
This kind of education goes directly counter to the prevailing educational.
trend practically everywhere in the world. We Jesuits have always been
heavily committed to the educational apostolate. We still are. What, then,
shall we do? Go with the current or against it? I can think·
of no subject more appropriate than this for the General of the Jesuits to
take up with the former students of Jesuit schools.
.
..
First; let me ask this question: Have we Jesuits educated you for justice?
You and I know what many of your Jesuitteachen will answer to that question. They will answer, in all sincerity and humility, No we have not. If the
terms "justice" and "education for justice" carry all the depth of meaning
which the Church gives them today, we have·noteducatedyouforjustice. '
, What is more, I think you will agree with this self-evaluation, and with the
same sincerity and humility acknowledge that you have not been trained for.
the kind of action for justice and witness to justice which the Church now
demands of us. What does this mean? It means that we have work ahead of
us. We must hClp each other to repair this lack in us, and above
all make sure that in the future the education imparted in Jesuit schools will
be equal to the demands of justice in the world.
Father Arrupe's remarks, though formally addrossed to Jesuit
alumni, bear a significance which extends beyond that audience. In
questioning the functionality of Christian education in the modern
world, he more than suggests that a certain fundamental reform is . _
"Crime doesn't pay...nearly as much as I had hoped."
necessary. The education of men-for-others is farcical, according to
Arrupe, unless it bases itself on the same radical demands for human
justice present in papal encyclicals from Rerum Novarum of Leo XIII Ministry worry about such things. "Go join ·student Volunteers if
to Paul Vi's Populorum Progressio and Octogesima Adveniens. ·
you're interested in that kind of stuff." "What do you mean, s0cial
. Arrupe's address can only add a note of irony to_ the perennial dis- jutice isn·'t brought into the classroom? The other day I bad a speaker
cussion of the core curriculum and more peripherally, social in from the United Farm Workers and once I even iientioned the
awareness, here at Xavier. The reexamination of the core which Third World." Yet in Father Arrupe's sense, these observations,
began nearly two years ago with the Rettig Committee deliberations though commen<fable, are still incomplete: ~ducation for justice must
has proven to be little more than a study in passing-the-buck. occupy the core of the edcuational experience, and not merely coexist
Somewhere the buck stopped, and nearly everyone has since drifted · as a fringe benefit.
.
back into complacency, accepting the status quo as at least tolerable,
The practical implications of a true education for justice, though
and hoping that another high-level discussion of curriculum can be not obscure, are admittedly difficult to pinpoint. It appears that at
-forestalled as long as possible. Students continue on as before in an least a step in the right direction will be made in the spring semester
educational experience premeasured in numbers of hours so fixed when an interdisciplinary course in Appalachia will be taught. The
that the dicta of the block schedule threaten to be mistaken for - · ourse is being planned by the Campus Ministry staff in conjunction
obscure articles. of Revealed Truth~
with Academfo Vice-President Father Francis Brennan, and will inThe truth is that our recent debate on curricular restructuring was · elude a week's stay in the mountains as one of its requirements. While
based on an assumption against which Father Arrupe in his address this endeavor: is indeed encouraging, it iii only a beginning. It is to be
rebels.· That assumption, in simple terms, is that Xavier's academic hoped that, in the future, education for justice will be generated from
programs can be effectively updated by what amounts to little more the center of the curricular structure itself, and that we will not have
: than reshuffling the cards. A few hours moved here, a few there, and · to rely on Campus Ministry to fight an uphill battle for its iilcorporapresto! - - we're relevant! We effectively continue to play the tion.
·
'
numbers game when what is really needed is re-examination of a
This much, however, is clear. Any future· restructuring of the
much more fundamental nature. Rebuilding ourselves with the same. Xavier Curriculum towards greater awareness of social justice and its
blocks does little more than change emphasis.
.
_
demands calls for leadership as forceful.as it is creative. Another conReal curricular reform, if it is ever to come, would find a logical · clave of "all interested parties" to discuss such curricular reform
point of departure in Father Arrupe's remarks. No single element of' would only mean a rerun of The Lords ofF/atbush, with ea<:h pariy
education is neglecte~ by the Xavier cqi"riculum to a greater extent fighting for a piece of the turf. Education for social justice at Xavier
than is education for socialjustice. Instead of occupying the academic remains an ahl!tract _notion rather than. a persc;mal _commitment,
mainstream, social justice and its often disturbing implications hover: resting in a nebula because it defies departmentalization. For at least~
around the periphery. We content ourselves with letting Campus· one Jesuit, this is no longer tolerable.
-.

Applauds
new format

.. .

etters

.

The Xavier News new look is most
attractive. Your front page design is
more readable and compliments
your copy.
You and your staff are making full
use of your tabloid format. Keep up the good work and don't letthem get
you down. As you know, "them" are·
always around.
Jon C. Hushes
Assistant Professor of En1U.h
Student Publlcatlom Advllor
Unfvenhy of Cincinnati

Detente a myth?In his retirement speech Admiral
Zumwalt told the American people,
though there is no evidence that the
. public heard, that the United States :
Navy is no longer capable of ac- ;
complishing its mission, whereas the
Russian Navy is. ThCre is no nee{,i to ··
wonder why the Chief of Naval .
Operations made so _gl.oomy a ~tate- •.
inent, since the declmmg quality of
, our navy-particularly as compared :
with the Soviet-has long been apparent. Theobserverwhoisneithera
fire-eating militarist convinced concerning our inxincibility, nor an ob- .
tus~vely blir:t~. pac!fist dedic~ted. tQ.
national weakness, can examine the

two navies and- come to the same
While we con8ratulate ourselves muniversity Theater plans· two·
conclusions as the· Admiral.
· on detente •. therefore, and refuse to productions." _First off, "Xavier,
What is more, he would be · consider coldly and analytically the seldom heralded as the culturai
seriously alarmed; for he would _ rivalries of the world's powers, we center of its community, is_ being
realize that this means that our vital · should take time out to remember i given a chance to rectify that situasea lanes across the Atlantic and tbilt Hitler attacked Russia precisely tion this year." For as long as I can
Pacific are no longer secure against during that period of time when they remember, the Xavier Players,
the Russian submarine or raider 1..-were sworn to mutual friendship by formerly called the Masque Society,
threat. Consequently, the United .the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact. It is has been staging an average offour
States cannot carry on its commerce the sign of an hopeless optimist to productions per year.. You can walk
or support its troops overseas believe -that Russia would scruple to down to the theatre day or night, and
without exposing its ships and do to us what Germany did to her. find someone working there, preparsailors, goods and men, to Soviet
While .war remains unlikely, ing for their four standard producNaval activity.
whether nuclear or conventional, tions. Due to circumstances beyond
..Yes, but in a period. of detent~ total or limited, it will not be made our control, our entire season for
we need not fear such warlike ac- more so by tempting Russia -to -• this school year- was·rearranacd this
tivities."Nccd we not? Itdocsnotre- . believe that we are incapable ofade- summer to accomodate Comquire much research to reveal that . quately defending ourselves. It is munivcnity. In · the shuffle,. the
Soviet Russia has practiced duplici- high time to rebuild and restore our Players lost their director, their
ty, ·treachery, ari~ trouble-making ! Navy-and our Army and AirForc:e production dates, and their •Pirits.
for years, against countries far and · for that matter-to a more equitable , The aim of Communivcrsity acc:ornear, with an aggressiveness and per- · position vi.r a vi.r the Russians. Fun- • ding to Dr. Barnes, is "to bring the
sistance which would do justice to dameiltally we must choose whether · community around Xavier to Xavier
even the leftist lunatic fringe's view . we will base our hopes of security fortheatricalproduetions-andcoiiic.:
of the United States as an un- · and survival on a credible deterrent or ~: _quently, make Xavier better known
rcc~n.structed, . U'1l'Cgencrate im- , on t~ du.bious "g~ intentio~" . in the fielct,J>f fine arts." HoweVer~ I.
per1atist. There IS no reason, then, to · and reasonableness of the Soviet . feclthatth1Scouldhavcbeendone1n
a different manner. The $75,000
expect that the Soviets view detente I Union.
as anything but a temporary state of .1
: could have been partially donated to
affairs! made desirable .for .the pre- I
Waclaw K. Balderowskl ,bring up the status of the equipment
sent ~1me by_ t!te n:ahzatao!' that
922 Marlon Avenue ; !1ow employed by the Players. For
more 1s to be gamed mternataonally
_ _
mstance, our costume closet h8s a
by a false appearance of good will "
.J very limited range of costumes. The
than by bluster. That they do not :
_ money c~uld have been used to
speak _quite as loudly as_ther_~_id .:
purchase a sewing machine and a
i number of various costumes - - ·,
formerly does not mean that their "big stick" is withering - nor that
- i'd like to nialce ii few comments l'- the costu_mes could then have .!>een ·~
their. resol~tion to u.se ~t if it seems concerning the article that appeared ; ·
I" - - --- --profitable 1s weakemng.
: last. week in the newspaper, "Com- :
• Letters to pap 8

Com____ mun'-.·ve·-,-s1·ty .
I
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GRAD ISON
Republican candidate talks
on inflation, Nixon's pardon·
working men and women of our Nation,"
declared Gradison in a letter to President
Ford, dated September 25, 1974.
·
In an exclusive interv.iew w·ith the Xav~r
Fo~ the second time this year, Willis D.
Grad1son Jr., former mayor and city coun- News Gradison talked at lenllth about the
cilman ofCincinnati, will attempt to defeat economic ills plaguing the country. "The
Thomas Luken, his Democratic opponent, for current situation· calls for a cut in the
· control of Ohio's First District Congressional government's own programs, not only to
restrain demands on credit but also to increase
seat.
.
.
the productivity of Federal spending. The
.Mr. Grad1son and Mr. Luken met earlier , days of spending now and worrying about
this ~ear w~en former. Congress~~n Thomas : fina~ing programs later are long gone."
· Keatmg r~s1gned, Ic:avmg the pos1t1~!1 vacant. . Grad1son also strongly feels that all new ex· In the· midst of the Watergate crisis, voters: penditure programs should be deferred until
electe.d_~uken by a.52 per cen.t to 4~ pe.r cent revenu!~ are available to pay for them or cuts
margin m the heavily Republican d1str1ct.
on older prosranisfree-funds for more urgent
The election · also drew considerable activities.
·
national attention, along with three other
Gradison has also mapped ·out a irand
special elections, as they were considered to be design for the economy which includes: tax
barometers of the nationalclimateconcerning reform which would remove restraints on
savings and investments; a 60-day
the performance of the Republican Party.
Mr. Gradison conceded that the scandal- moratorium on food exports until present
plagued Nixon Administration was definitely harvests are completed; vigorousanti-trustaca major factor in his setback to Luken, but he tfon with special emphasis on actions which
now feels rejuvenated about his chances in keep prices · high; a Constitutional Amend.;.
general electi.on on November 5.
mentrequiringthatthebudgetbebalancedexMr. Gradison, who received his Ph.D. from·· ce~~ when Congress fii;tds that a National or
Harvard University in Commercial Science Military emergency ex1Sts_._
and Economics, concurs with President GerT~ assist those who. will necessarily be
aid R. Ford in declaring that inflation is, in- dep~1ve~ of. employm.ent during the war
. deed, America's foremost 1'.13tional, and agamst mflat1on, G_rad1son declared that the
possibly,.internaitonal crisis.
Emergency Employment Act should be expanded, the level to be determined by the un.
World-side·'
on h~ result~d form ex- employment· in local labor markets.
·
cess demand co~ led w1~h an .1~ade<Ju:ite
Recalling how his opponent, Luken,
supply of goods ~nd sery1ces: ~tsmg bvmg appeared on television with a loafofbread and
standards are pressmg agamst fm1te resources, a bottle of milk Gradison declared "He said ·
lifetime savings are ~ing confiscated, thrift 'Send me to W~shington and I'll t~rn thing;
discouraged, and the spector of our un- · around.' He hasn't done it and things are
employment caused, by inflation haunts the worse."
By JACK FRANCKHAUSER
Xavier News Staff Wrher

" .·=

Gradison insisted that it was about time his
. opponent start learning the basic facts of
supply and demand.
Candidate Gradison feels that his management and economics background will be a
welcome sight in a Washington dominated by
professional barristers. He also used Candidate John G Jenn (U.S. Senatorial candidate
- Ohio) as an example of men of other
professions entering politics.

about rising food costs and many people are
skeptical about "easy answers" to questions
such as runaway prices.

Gradison hopes that this November 5th will
produce results different from last spring for
him and his fellow Republicans·. While the immediate impact .of Watergate is gone, wounds
were reopened with President Ford's pardoning of former President Richard M .. Nixon ..
A recent Harris survey disclosing that the
"The pardoning of Nixon was-a wise comAmerican public was as disatisfied with Con- passionate thing to do; however it should have
gress as with the executive branch was con- been accompanied by a full confession on Nixsiderably disturbing to Gradison. "Hard dis- on's part," said the moderate Republican.
cussions have to.made and the Congress has to
Gradison also agrees with Ford's conhave the guts to make them." He indicated ditionaf amnesty program that requires draft
· that all too often Congressmen repeatedly d~dgers and deserters to serve two years of ser,make promises to constituents while failing to ;v1ce. "Unconditional amnesty is wrong; those
act, thus whittling away at the power of the · 'who deserted should be made to serve."
legislature..
.
Willis D. Gradison hopes the voters !his
The. Republican said he found in his camNovember 5th will vote on the basis of issues
and his ability to deal with them.
paigning that people are most concerned

LUKEN
Democratic· candidate cite'
experience, voting record
By LARRY SHEEHE
Xavier News Staff Writer

Last spring when Congressman Thomas
Keating resigned his seat in the House of
Representatives, a special election was held
to fill the vacancy. In that election,
Democrat Thomas J. Luken defeated his
Republican opponent, Willis D. Gradison,
in a district that has historically been a
Republican stronghold. Now,justa half year
later, the two are battling for that same seat.
When the results of the last election were
in, many felt that Luken's victory could be
credited basically to Watergate rather than
to Luke n's credentials and past history.
However, Mr. Luken has deep roots fo
Cincinnati. After graduating from Xavier in
1947, he received his legal training at the University of Cincinnati. He has served as District Attorney and Mayor of Cincinnati
before his election to Congress.
Luken· shares the opinion of many that the
state of our economy is the gravest problem
facing America today."We have to worry
about unemployment, which is going up.
But, inflation, as of the moment, has to be,
without any question, the'. number one
current porblem."
Luken readily admits that we are already
caught up in a recession. Shortages of
resources, rising prices, unemployment, international crises, the artificially high oil
prices have all brought about inflation. "The
combination of the energy situation and a
number of years of not paying our bills, especially in the Vietnam War, have brought
about a critical situation in this country."
Luken feels that these are all indicators of a
possible depression.
· Thurld1~1 October 10, 1874

In fighting inflation, Luken recommends a
number of steps: I) Reverse federal spending
(reduce the federal budget). By limiting this
you reduce the national debt. 2) Lower the
interest rates (as a national policy); allocate
credit so that the home building industry gets
lower rates than big business. 3) Control exports, pot only on food, but also on coal.
While in Congress, Luken has taken an active role. He feels that a major accomplishment was the demise of the Nixon administration. "We need an effective Congress and an effective administration. We
have riot had an effective administration up
until recently and we are waiting to see
whether we will have one now."
Luken has already assembled an impressive record on anti-trust. He and several
other Congressman were instrumental in
helping the Federal Trade Commission carry
on an anti-trust suit against the Big-8 oil
. Companies which will save billions of
dollars.
He has also proposed a measure which
would exempt the first $500.00 of interest
from income tax when held in savings and
loans and thrift institutions. This would help
combat inflation because much of the money
for home building comes from these institutions. At·this time, the money just isn't
·available and home building is down 50%.
Hopefully, this measure would put more
money back into savings and loan institutions.
Luken is curmntly supporting President
Ford's Transit Bill - "We need transit so badly to conserve energy, to keep down the cost
of living, for low and middle income commuters, in order to eliminate innumerable
· expr~ssways, in order to provide jobs to get

people to work." However, Luken says "But
Mr. Gradison is absolutely and unalt~rably
oppossed to that transit right now."
Mr. Luken admits freely that Congress is·
inefficient. He is working right now to'
streamline the committee system. "So much
. of the work of Congress is ·blocked and
stymied by the fact that certain committees
have. too much work to do and they never get
· around to the important work." However, he
feels that the stock of Congress rises and falls
in the public's eye in direct relation to the
stock of the Presidency. This isn't-necessarily
an honest determinant.
With regard to the "unpardonable pardon," Luken was in complete opposition to
the President's decision. "This pardon sets
up a separate class of people who are above
the law and is so contrary to the American
tradition of fair play and justice...so that the
American people will never accept this pardon and especially a pardon which is .a pardon in advance and amounts to the ultimate
cover-up!"

Luken is in agreement with President
Ford's intention to "bind up the wounds" of
the Viet Nam War. However, Luken feels
that the President is putting undue emphasis
on the draft dodgers and deserters. Rather,
he feels, more attention and help should be
given the veterans of the war. "The first victims of the war were those who did serve.
We've been trying to get through the Congress, over the opposition of the President, a
bill which would give decent benefits to Vietnam veterans ... Certain House leadership
and the Presidents, both Nixon and Ford·
have called this inflationary." '
"This is the crux of this campaign. Mr.
Gradison is against everything. He's against
the Veterans' benefits. He says 'that's inflationary.' He's against everything that I'm
fot or that amounts to spending."
"We can't sit by like Herbert Hoover and
Calvin Coolidge did and -do nothing and
allow ourselves to get into a deep depression.
That's, I think, the course that Mr. Gradison
is advocating."
P1p7

Letters
. from page 6

TheBackP19eisalreeclassifiedsection
vailable to students, faculty, and staff of
avier University. Ads should not exceed
wenty words and must be submitted in
riling to the News office c/o The BICk
age no later than the Sunday preceding
ublication. Sorry, no ad will be repeated
nless resubmitted.
MOVING: Living, dining 3 bdrm. furniture
and appliances for sale. Call 771-1 I IO. A002S.
_
vw: 10, sqbk. Call 771-lllO. A0026.
PLYMOUTH: Valiant, 1967. Call 771-11 ro.
27
A00 ·
GUITAR LESSONS: By Grad student, $2.SO
Vihr .. call Eileen 861 _3460 Mon.-Fri. A0028.
RIDE: from Delhi to x, each day. Call Pat
451-5092. Poo29.
vw: 1965, Reliable transportation. Call 291SOS1 after four. A0030.
SEND me $20 and I'll show you how I make
money. 30 Taken Ave. A0031.
MISSING: one pair of Ruby Slippers. Contact
Scarecrow 745-3221, Husman 462 "I'll get
those slippers" A00 32·

PROFESSIONAL
TYPIST

used for various student events such
as the haunted house and Christmas
parties. As for a technical aspect of
the theatre: the theatre should not
have bCen painted white. The pro
arch bleeds into the main set so that
no special lighting effects can be
used. This does not affect just the
Xavier Players but also anyone uses
our facilities. Just to list a few other
things that the money could have
been . used for:· an inter· t'
y '1· m between the
commumca ion s ,.s e · ,.
.
production crew •Or periormances
- - in laymen's terms, headsets;
· better lighting facilities, the ones
d are old and b"eak1'ng
now use
•
down; better shop equipment and
•
k
hand tools; a ·more complete ma ed'f"1
I d
up program;· 1 erent ~o ore curtains to replace the drab grey ones;
better publicity for the productions;
and a resident designer.
·
h
h
The point stated simply is t au e
money forked out for two more
productions could have been
donated to develop the already standard four productions presented by
the players and/ or to develop the
theatrical facilities and make them
more qualified for public use.
The money could also have been
used to enhance the quality of CA
courses in a theatre concentration. I
am a senior in theater and am
presently taking courses that should
have been offered two years back,

but due to lack of funds, they
weren't. As for interest, see for
yourself: the Xavier Players has at
least 50 active members majoring all
field~ at the University. I think it's .
about time money ·was applied to
develop a theater department that's
useful to all the Xavier students, not
what we had under cA.
One last point. I find it hard to understand why a member of the
Players was not asked to serve on the
Communiversity Executive Board,
for it seems that the Players were
more affected than any other group
on campus by the decision, let alone
more qualified to speak on a
theatrical level. Th1's I can validify by
the complications that ensued last
year. The Xavier Players set their
dates and productions for the 1974. 75 season last May: Guus and Dolls .
f N
I 2 3 8 9 10 h,,,
or ov. , , , , , ; t ree one-acts,
· D
6 7 g 13 14 15 Iii
JV p,
ec. • · · · · ; enry
• art
/,March 7,8,9,14,15,16,andaguestdirected comedy, May2,3,4,9,l0and
l 1. As it stands now we are putting
on Henry IV October 25,26 and 27
f
k
f
·
(under our wee s o preparat1Qn)
and the musical at ·the end of the
year. As for the third production, it
must be another drama because of
Merry Wives of Windsor, but
whatever. it is, it too will have only
four weeks of preparation. The .
Players' schedule; in other words,
has been rearranged to accomodate
an organization that's not accomodating us.

Donna Dube
President, Xavier Players

50¢ a page
Call 542-6569.

ACCOUNTING ANO
FINANCE MAJORS
Let us help you:

BABYSIT·
FO'R
TODDLER in exchange

for same, part time, neaf

x.u.-can 281-4769.

RIDE ·WANTED ·
For 6 yr. old; from Montessori
School in Joseph Bldg. to,
Kennedy Heights 3:00 P.M.Tel: 351-7923.

GEORGE'·S CLEANERS'
Serviced

llY CAPITOL

3976 Montgomery. at Williams

COMPLETE DRY CLEANING
LAUNDRY SERVICE.

AND

SHIRTS BEAUTIFULLY LAUNDERED
DISCOUNT TO ALL XAVIER UNIV~·.
STUDENTS AND FACULTY MEMBERS

·we

WILL BE GRATEFUL'FOR AN OP-.
. PORTUNITY TO SERVE YOU .
PHONE 631-8688

All good things shoald be remembered.

PLAN AHEAD

To Become a CPA

TttEBECKEA
CPAJJIYIEW COURSE

The flavor.of
life
•
ms yours.
•

'.COLUMBUS
CINCINNATI
. CLEVELAND
DAYTON
Our Succ111ful Student• AepreHnt

.''l;t

1/4oF USA
'MOTHERS OF TODDLERS
ATIENTION; activity group
for tots between ages of one and
two; mothers may stay or go;
Clifton Methodist Church; Call
281-4769 after 8:00 P.M .

.WORLD

CAMPUS
AFLOAT

Hadepohl Beer
Remembertheoame•••
voa'll never
1

You'll sail in February,
with the ship your classroom and the world your
campus . . . combining ac.
credited studies with fascinating visits to the fabled
ports of the Orient, Africa,
and the Americas. Over
10,000 students from 450
colleges have already sailed
with WCA - join them! Fi·
nancial aid available. Write
.today. for free catalog.

WCA, Ch1pm1n Collep
Box F, Or1n1~, CA 921H
.p. . . .

forget
the taste.

The H~depohl Brewing Company, Cincinnati, Ohio

..........

